
sticks hsu-li teo & stefan kaiser
Sticks is a space divider, and the perfect way to create privacy wherever needed, inside or outside. 
Sticks divides your room optically, without losing the feeling of spaciousness. As the space divider 
comes in different sizes and separate modules it is possible to let your imagination run away and 
create your own special place with sticks.

materials:

dimensions: 

Rubber wood base Fibre glass rods Stainless steel

product dimensions (ft inch) L W H h1

set threefold base 3’ 11” 0’ 9” 5’ 11” 0’ 2”

set fourfold base 5’ 3” 0’ 9” 5’ 11” 0’ 2”

set �vefold base 6’ 7” 0’ 9” 5’ 11” 0’ 2”
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Sticks Indoor Bases

(23.6 x 11.8 x 1.6 in)

(19.7 x 9.8 x 1.6 in)

Rubber and Protection Felt

natural (23.6 x 11.8 x 1.9 in) 

dark  (23.6 x 11.8 x 1.9 in)

Solid Timber

natural (24.8 x 12.2 x 1.9 in) 

dark (24.8 x 12.2 x 1.9 in)

Solid Timber Curved

with build in LED and cable (IP20) - on adjustable feet / 
dark (23.6 x 11.8 x 1.9 in)

Solid Timber Enlightened

with an 18° curve - build in LED and cable (IP20) - on adjustable feet / 

dark (24.8 x 12.2 x 1.9 in)

Solid Timber Curved Enlightened

to be connected to the cable of the indoor base with LED /  

(78.7in)

Switch with lead and plug



Sticks

Standard Fiber Glass Rods

Available Heights: 47.24”, 59.1”, 70.9”, 82.7” 

Available Colors: White, Black, Wood Color, Green, Color on Request 

Rods for bases (23.6 x 11.8) & Curved

Standard Fiber Glass Rods

Available Heights: 47.24”, 59.1”, 70.9” 

Available Colors: White, Black, Wood Color, Green, Color on Request 

Rods for bases (19.7” x 9.8”)

Sticks Outdoor Bases

Rubber / Extra Weight

Connection Part
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Combinations

Rubber Enlightened

Cable, Plug, & Stop

Solid Timber Curved Enlightened + Solid Timber Straight Enlightened

with build in LED (IP65) and cable (IP68) - extra weight / 

lead (IP68), plug (IP44), stop (IP68) - to be connected to the cable of the 

outdoor base with LED / 

R = 2 M

D = 4 M

20 pieces create a complete cirle

4 x solid timber curved enlightened dark

3 x solid timber enlightened dark

1 x switch with lead and plug

Rubber Enlightened

Sticks Outdoor

7 x rubber enlightened

1 x lead, plug, stop

1 x extra long connection cable


